With the motivation that is derived through a keen sense of service and an understanding in the importance of passenger boarding bridge availability to efficient operations, ELS consistently rises to any challenge to develop creative maintenance solutions required for the PBB in our care.

Technical support and parts supply for older PBB’s is one example of problems we overcome within our day-to-day maintenance activity. To keep mature equipment in front line operation it requires a service partner who is willing to look for innovative solutions and go the extra mile. These are areas where ELS regularly delivers added value for our customers and where we lower the total cost of maintenance within our programs. ELS technicians are often tasked with the challenges associated with maintaining old and out of production bridges next to ones that include the latest generation in design and technology. This can mean the design and install of electric / hydraulic system retrofits that extend useful life while performing troubleshooting and warranty administration of programmable logic control for newer bridge installs.

From the refurbishment of out of production parts to the manufacture of adapters for new design motors and drives, you have our commitment and experience at your finger tips to keep your flight line operations moving and your customers completely satisfied.

To learn more about how ELS can help your operations, contact us today.

The Benefits Provided by ELS PBB Technicians:

- Reducing the total cost with a proven approach to maintenance
- Looking after your bottom line
- Independent maintenance provider
- Servicing all bridge manufacturers, includes: Dew, Wollard, Stearns, ThyssenKrupp and Jetway
- Services are inclusive of PCA, 400Hz, and Potable Water
- Overhaul and major refurbishment coordinated through our sister company Ameribridge